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Art à la Carte is a series of informative programs focusing on the arts. It is offered
free of charge on Wednesdays at 12:15 pm at the Flint Institute of Arts. Visitors are
encouraged to bring lunch; coffee, tea and cookies are provided.
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Kusama: Infinity

Kiki Smith: Squatting the Palace
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Kiki Smith: Squatting the Palace

77 min
Artist Yayoi Kusama and experts discuss
her life and work, from her modest
beginnings in Japan to becoming an
internationally renowned artist.

44 min
This film takes a circular approach to an
artist who works in overlapping spirals of
creative energy.
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Art 21: San Francisco Bay Area
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American Masters: Eva Hesse

60 min
The artists featured in this program
are united by their steadfastness and
persistence in creating; their art serves
as an essential expression of their
experience of the world.
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108 min
As the wild ride of the 1960’s came to a
close, Eva Hesse, a 34-year-old Germanborn American artist was cresting the
wave of a swiftly rising career. When
she died in May 1970 from a brain
tumor, the life of one of that decades’
most passionate and brilliant artists was
tragically cut short.

Sponsored by the Merkley-Elderly Charitable Trust
and CMU Public Broadcasting
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